CENTRE FOR CRITICAL INTERNATIONAL LAW (CeCIL)

2015-2016

Annual Theme:
The Victims of International Law

i) CeCIL (Film and Speaker) Nights

[Important note: CeCIL (Film and Speaker) Nights take place in ELT 2 at 6pm unless otherwise advertised]

Tuesday, 29 Sep.  Saleem Vahidy (Former Chief of Witness and Victims Section, Special Court for Sierra Leone) - Between Security and Rights.

Tuesday, 6 Oct.  Film: Life + Debt - Discussant: Donatella Alessandrini (Kent Law School).

Tuesday, 13 Oct. Ioannis Kalpouzos (City University London) - Memory (or debt?): The Law and Politics of the Greece’s claims for German war reparations.

Tuesday, 3 Nov.  Film: Marmato - Discussant: Jimena Sierra (Kent Law School - Rosario University, Colombia).

Tuesday, 10 Nov. Sundhya Pahuja (Melbourne Law School) - International Law and the Making of the World (Joint CeCIL & SoCRiL (Social Critiques of Law Research Group) Event).

Tuesday, 24 Nov. Tom Hadden (Queen’s University Belfast - Kent Law School) - Is there a need for a Fifth Geneva Convention for Internationalised Internal Conflicts?

Tuesday, 1 Dec. Nick Grief (Kent Law School) - Truth unto power: the Marshall Islands’ nuclear zero cases in the ICJ.

Tuesday, 8 Dec. Film: La fabrique de l’homme occidental - Discussant: Jose Bellido (Kent Law School) (Joint CeCIL & Clio (Law and History Research Group) Event).

Tuesday, 26 Jan. Film: The Act of Killing - Discussants: Sara Kendall and Connal Parsley (Kent Law School) (Joint CeCIL & CCT (Centre for Critical Thought) Event).
Tuesday, 2 Feb.  Adam Branch (Cambridge University) - *After the ICC: Other Past and Futures of International Law in Africa.*

Tuesday, 9 Feb.  Vidya Kumar (Birmingham University) - *Revolutionary Constitutionalism and Global Theory.*

Tuesday, 23 Feb.  Ayça Çubukçu (London School of Economics) - *Against Humanity* (Joint CeCIL & SoCRiL (Social Critiques of Law Research Group) Event).

Tuesday, 1 March.  Gina Heathcote (SOAS) - *The Protection of Civilians and Protection of Peacekeeping Mandates: Gender and Ethics in Collective Security* (Joint CeCIL & Center for Law, Gender and Sexuality (CLGS) Event).

Tuesday, 8 March.  Film: *A Syrian Love Story* – MIGRATION LAW & THEORY Series. Discussant: Richard Sakwa (Politics and International Relations, Kent) and Thanos Zartaloudis (Kent Law School).

Tuesday, 15 March.  Helena Alviar (Los Andes) - *Responses to Inequality in Latin America: Taking Law Seriously.*


Wed., 30 March.  Ruth Buchanan (Osgoode) - *"Slum": Politics and Aesthetics of the Production of Knowledge for Development* (Joint CeCIL & Staff Seminar Event).

Thurs., 12 May.  Olivera Simic (Griffith) – *Hierarchies of Wartime Sexual Violence* (Joint CeCIL & Center for Law, Gender and Sexuality (CLGS) Event).

---

ii) CeCIL International Law Skills & Employability Programme

[Important note: This section of CeCIL Annual programme is dedicated to LLM Students undertaking international law related modules]

Tuesday, 20 Oct.  Library Skills: International Law, Sources and Documents (From 6pm).

Tuesday, 17 Nov.  Essay Writing (From 6pm).

Tuesday, 13 May.  Careers Workshop.

vi) CeCIL Workshop Series

Friday, 18 March.  *The Victims of International Law* (1-5pm).

v) CeCIL Annual Lecture

Friday, 18 March.  Professor Gerry Simpson (London School of Economics) (6pm)

vi) CeCIL in The Hague

TBC